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Stata tip 56: Writing parameterized text files
Rosa Gini
Regional Agency for Public Health of Tuscany
Florence, Italy
rosa.gini@arsanita.toscana.it

Stata includes several commands for text file manipulation. A good example is the
copy command ([D] copy). Typing

. copy filename1 filename2

simply copies filename1 to filename2, regardless of its content.

Often when dealing with text files, you need greater flexibility. Stata can also read
and write text files using the file suite of commands ([P] file). Thereby, you can
rewrite a text file by first reading and then writing it with modifications.

local filetarget "filename2"
local filesource "filename1"
local appendreplace "replace" /* append or replace */
tempname target source
file open `target´ using `filetarget´, write `appendreplace´ text
file open `source´ using `filesource´, read text
file read `source´ textline
while r(eof) == 0 {

file write `target´ `"`textline´"´ _n
file read `source´ textline

}
file close `source´
file close `target´

A notable feature of this second way of copying text files is that you can append
files to existing files. Even more importantly, you need not copy the file character for
character. While rewriting, Stata may substitute the values of local or global macros
that have been defined. This allows users to work with a template and produce text
with elements substituted for each occasion. Such files may be called “parameterized”,
as they contain elements constant within a document but variable from document to
document.

As an example of the many applications of this simple device, consider the needs of
those who periodically access big databases to produce standard reports. The structure
of the database is fixed; hence, access will be by a cascade of queries. The queries will
be the same every time except for some parameters that change, such as the date (e.g.,
month, quarter, or year). Stata can access such databases without intermediaries, as
SQL code for the queries can be stored in a text file with global macros and be rewritten
and executed periodically using the odbc command ([D] odbc). A file query para.sql
might contain the following simple SQL parameterized code:
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CREATE TABLE ${year}_AMI AS
SELECT H.ID, H.CODE_PATIENT, H.YEAR, H.SEX, H.AGE
FROM HOSPITALIZATIONS H, PATHOLOGIES H_PATHOL
WHERE H.ID=H_PATHOL.ID AND H_PATHOL.DIAGNOSIS="410" AND ${conditions} AND
> H.YEAR=${year} AND H_PATHOL.YEAR=${year};

CREATE INDEX ${year}_ID ON ${year}_AMI (CODE_PATIENT)
TABLESPACE epidemiology;
ANALYZE TABLE ${year}_AMI compute statistics;

CREATE TABLE ${year}_MORTALITY AS
SELECT DISTINCT CASES.CODE_PATIENT, MOR.DEATH_DATE
FROM ${year}_AMI CASES, MORTALITY MOR
WHERE MOR.CODE_PATIENT=CASES.CODE_PATIENT;

This sequence of queries looks for patients hospitalized for AMI (acute myocardial
infarction, or heart attack) in a given year and then links the list of patients to the
mortality records to obtain data on survival. As the list of patients may be very long,
the code computes an index to perform better linkage.

The following code is a template for one Stata session. For example, substitute any
connect options desired for odbc.

/* set parameters */
global year = 2005
global conditions "H.AGE>64"
/* rewrite text */
local filetarget "query.sql"
local filesource "query_para.sql"
local appendreplace "replace" /* append or replace */
tempname target source
file open `target´ using `filetarget´, write `appendreplace´ text
file open `source´ using `filesource´, read text
local i = 1
file read `source´ textline
while r(eof) == 0 {

file write `target´ `"`textline´"´ _n
local ++i
file read `source´ textline

}
file close `source´
file close `target´
/* execute queries */
odbc sqlfile("query.sql"), dsn("DataSourceName") [connect_options]
/* load and save generated tables */
foreach table in AMI MORTALITY {

odbc load table("${year}_`table´"), clear [connect_options]
save ${year}_`table´, replace

}

The code will make Stata

1. Write a text file of actual (nonparameterized) SQL code, where ${year} is substi-
tuted by 2005 and ${conditions} is substituted by "H.AGE>64".

2. Execute the SQL code via odbc. This may take some time. If an SQL client
is available, a practical alternative is to make Stata call that client and ask it
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to execute the SQL using the shell command ([D] shell). This will make the
execution of the queries independent of the Stata session.

3. Load the generated tables.

4. Save each of the generated tables as a Stata .dta file for later analysis.




